Third Don Crossing: Cyclists Perspective
This £22 million development links Bridge of Don with the University of Aberdeen and city. It’s clear
that a fair percentage has been spent on bike infrastructure. But is it cycle friendly? Here we
evaluate the pros and cons, and ask what might have been done better. We evaluate based on three
main criteria for it to be good infrastructure:
-

Safe. It protects vulnerable road users, especially at junctions.
Intuitive. Cyclists, pedestrians and motorists know where to go, where to look, who has

-

right of way, and what to expect.
Convenient. People cycle when it’s an efficient way to get around with few stops and slow
sharp corners.

How does this development do on these three criteria?

Safety
Too many junctions without priority. A cyclist coming from the new bridge to the library at the
Old Aberdeen Campus must give way to traffic 13 times. A car doing the same journey needs to do
so just 1-4 times, all of which are traffic-light controlled junctions. 75% of serious cycle accidents
happen at junctions and one key to keeping cyclists safe is to give them priority. Transport Scotland’s
manual Cycling-By-Design is clear on this point: “Cyclists on a mainline carriageway have priority
over side road entry traffic and major road turning traffic. Where a cycle lane is provided, it should
be continued across the side road (section 7.2.2.1)”.
Poorly designed and executed junctions. In some instances, cyclists have right of way. This has

been accentuated by a “hump”, and there is a “waiting pocket” for turning car traffic so that the
main traffic flow is not obstructed. In principle, this is great and common practice in countries such
as the Netherlands. However, the cycle lane does not continue straight ahead, but cyclists need to
make a 90 degree turn to reach the “hump”. Moreover, as you can see in picture 1, it is apparently
perfectly acceptable for cars to park on this hump and block the cycle path.

Figure 1. Note the parked car on the raised bed. Cyclists are supposed to use the "hump" in order to get across. However,
the natural instinct is to go straight ahead. This would still allow cars to wait and prevents cyclists from having to make a 90
degree turn. Note also that the cycle path has a stop sign, so there are conflicting messages. In reality, if cyclists want to
keep safe, they will have to dismount and cross. Therefore, expect many cyclists to take the main road here.

Figure 2: Spot the cyclist. If road users cannot see cyclists, they will drive over them cause casualties. At this junction,
cyclists have priority, but (a) this is not well indicated to motorists approaching Tillydrone Avenue and (b) parked cars block
the line of sight. Remove the parking, paint white yield markings and paint the bike lane hump in a clear contrasting colour.

Safe, unambiguous junctions don’t take up more space and don’t cost much more. Here is a good
example:

Figure 3: Not Tillydrone Avenue. Clearly, marked unambiguous junction. Note also that this cycle path has a relatively
sharp bend, but because it is one-directional this is less inconvenient.

* Following paragraph added November 2016

Bollards. The bollards that prevent cars from using the cycle lane next to the Don River (at the
actual Third Don Crossing) have been placed at the bottom of the hill (no picture available). Cyclists
have the highest speed here as it is at the bottom of the hill, and there is also a slight bend in the
cycle lane here. It is not unthinkable that a cyclist will hit one of these bollards when the surface is
slippery (which is not unlikely given that this will be the coldest + wettest place on the cycle lane &
given the bend in the cycle lane here), potentially resulting in serious injury. An easy correction is to
place the bollards at the top of hill (same level as Third Don crossing). This will still prevent cars
from using the cycle lane, but the bollards are now placed where cyclists have a normal speed & no
additional bends to make, making it safer for everyone.

Junctions prioritise motor speed, not vulnerable users. An important issue for junction design
is the so-called “corner radius”. A small corner radius (for instance, a 90 degree turn for cars)
encourages car traffic to slow down and is safer for vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians and
cyclists. London Cycling Design Standards state that “designers should start from the assumption

that corner radii should be minimised to benefit vulnerable road users” (p. 7). For most side roads
along Tillydrone Avenue, corner radii are very wide, encouraging motorists to turn at fast speeds,
endangering cyclists (see for instance figure 4).

Figure 4. Very large corner radius. It is not unlikely that cars will turn here at 30m mph speeds. Cyclists are expected to
cross further away from the junction (where pedestrian is) together with pedestrians (note tactile tiles), which will create
conflict. There is a blind spot at the other side because of a tree, making it difficult to see traffic. No priority is given to
cyclists or pedestrians.

Intuitive
Ambiguous infrastructure is dangerous and frightening, and leads to conflict between road
users. We (Henri/Michael) are both experienced city cyclists but there were many occasions where
we literally did not know where we were meant to be and who had right of way. Here are some
examples:




If you cycle down Tillydrone Avenue on the west side, you need to re-join St. Machar Drive
at some point but is is unclear where. Again, many cyclist will end up taking the main road,
as this is quicker.
Which side of the bridge should you cycle on? The southern part of the broad two way path
is on the west, but the broad cycle path north of the bridge is on the east. Are we supposed
to cross the road? If so, where? (figure 5)

Figure 5. Pedestrians use the shared use path, hereby blocking the entire path. Note the cyclist in the distance, who was
taking the main road to prevent conflict with these pedestrians. It is dangerous for cars to overtake cyclists on the bridge as
the bridge is narrow.




Look at figure 1. There is meaningless stop sign for cyclists painted on the cycle path. Why?
The other signs say that cyclists have priority. This is a very conflicted message.
Some junctions lack any marking (figure 6):

Figure 6: Ambiguity creates conflict and casualties



Is the route shared between cyclists and pedestrians? Sometimes it seems to merge, but it’s
unclear. We met about 30 pedestrians on the route and almost all were on the bike side.
Unsurprising given that the footpath is closer to the road and blocked with, e.g bus stops.

Figure 7. Bus stop blocks footpath, encouraging pedestrians to use the cycle path (below on the left). It seems easy to
remove the grass in this particular spot and build the bus stop there, to encourage pedestrians to use the designated
footpath.

Convenient
Stopping and starting is difficult for cyclists. If you are coming down the hill you lose your
momentum. If you are climbing the hill, regaining speed is hard. In the mile between the bridge and
the library, cyclists face lots of junctions where they must yield to traffic, other ambiguous junctions
where they cannot be sure traffic will yield, lots of pedestrians on the segregated bike lane, and even
more on the sections where the bike and pedestrian lanes merge (figure 8).

Figure 8: While road users have a clear run from the bridge to the junction, cyclists face narrow paths shared with
pedestrians (green), junctions where they must yield to traffic (red) and junctions with off route 'humps (yellow)'.

The likely outcome is clear. Dedicated cyclists will continue to cycle on the road where they
retain right of all the way down Tillydrone Avenue, where motorists joining the road will anticipate
them and where they will not have to interact with pedestrians. Less confident cyclists will take the
car.

Conclusion
The cycle infrastructure on Tillydrone Avenue is not safe, not intuitive, and not really convenient.
This is especially disappointing because a good deal of effort and money was spent on the bicycle
infrastructure. With some good design, a lot more might have been achieved with the same budget
and the same space.
Children on bikes and pedestrians are probably the only people who will use this cycle infrastructure.
Normal adult commuters and recreational-cyclists will stay on the road; it is more convenient with
less start-stop, more intuitive, and probably no more dangerous than the new cycle path. We worry
that this will annoy motorised road users, particularly on the narrow bridge, and deter less confident
cyclists.
We are particularly concerned about the “raised” junctions (Figs 1,2, 5 and in yellow in Fig 7). It
seems that cyclists have priority but this is not clearly indicated to motorised traffic. Moreover,
because the official cyclist’s path is not intuitive and parking on the raised sections is permitted,
cyclists are likely to ride off of the kerb, potentially resulting in an accident. A serious
accident/collision is not unlikely and we encourage Aberdeen City Council to rectify this situation
quickly.
We are optimistic about the future of cycling in Aberdeen, but to keep rates up and accidents down,
the design of new road infrastructure needs to be smarter. In future developments, we would
implore Aberdeen City Council to:

a. Consult experts in cycle infrastructure early and often. Designing good cycle infrastructure is
not easy and local cyclists aren’t necessarily experts. Aberdeen Cycle Forum know a bad
path when we see one, but we would recommend some of the £22m be spent getting
professional design input.
b. Use Cycling By Design. It seems sensible and most of the worst problems above could have
been avoided had Transport Scotland’s existing guidelines been followed.
c. Take your next holiday in Arrhus, Malmo, Eindhoven, Copenhagen or Amsterdam, rent a
bike and see how smart cycle infrastructure can make a city.

Prepared by Micheal de Barra and Henri de Ruiter (July 2015, with additional update in November
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